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ABSTRACT
This study was conducted to analyze and record the procedures 
necessary to convert a ten horsepower three phase induction motor into a 
ten pole three phase synchronous alternator, suitable for use n a wind 
energy conversion system. It was undertaken in response to the high 
cost of commercially produced wind energy machines. A search of current 
literature revealed little in the area of motor or generator redesign, 
and no specific instructions regarding the conversion of an induction 
motor to a synchronous alternator.
Methods
The redesign process was conducted using a locally obtained ten 
horsepower motor and common motor repair materials. A method based on 
experimentation was used to determine the alternator design parameters. 
The processes of machining, fitting, winding, baking, assembly, and 
testing were conducted in the instructional laboratories at the 
University of North Dakota.
Results
The redesigned machine was tested for power output and found to 
operate satisfactorily as an alternator. The output voltage when the 
machine was operated at full load was lower than anticipated. The
x
machine showed no signs of excessive internal temperature when operated 
at full load for periods greater than one half hour. The power 
conversion efficiency was calculated at 71.7 percent. The results of 
the study indicate that the original objectives were met.
Conclusions
The conclusions reached from this study were that: (1) a motor or 
generator is designed to operate most efficiently at its rated speed. A 
change in rated speed will not take full advantage of the iron in the 
machine from a magnetic standpoint, and (2) any individual with an 
interest in mechanical and electrical machines, and access to a lathe 
and milling machine, could perform the motor to generator conversion.
* Recommendat ions
Based on the research conducted during the study, it was 
recommended that further research be conducted in the following areas: 
(1) the design of the field for both 12 and 117 volts, depending on the 
connection scheme, (2) the establishment of the relationship between the 
air gap length and the output terminal voltage, (3) the establishment of 
the relationship between the pole shoe shape and the output voltage 
wave-form, (4) the alternator with a field current regulator designed to 
be fully excited at below rated rotor speed, (5) permanent magnets in 
the rotating field, (6) the repulsion induction motor as a direct 
current generator, (7) an excitation system for an induction generator 




The motivation behind this study was the high cost of. a 
commercially produced wind electric system. An analysis of costs for 
wind energy systems indicates that one would expect to pay about two 
dollars per watt to purchase a wind generator. This means that in 1986, 
a one kilowatt machine would cost about two thousand dollars, not 
including shipping costs. Additional costs are incurred for a tower and 
installation (1). The total cost of a wind energy conversion system can 
be far greater than most home owners can afford. Current economic and 
political developments indicate that this cost will increase even 
further. For example, as of January 1, 1986, federal income tax energy 
credits will not be allowed on tax returns. An alternative to 
purchasing a wind system is to fabricate one from common, readily 
available materials. Many hobbyists have used automotive alternators as 
the power source for their wind machines. However, the small size of 
the automotive alternator means that it must be operated at a very high 
speed in order to get a significant amount of power from it (2,3,4).
The alternating current induction motor has been used without 
modification as an induction generator in many commercially built wind 
energy systems, but seems to have been overlooked by home hobbyists as a 
candidate for a wind electric power source. It has the qualifications
]
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necessary to attract the home experimenter, abundance, low cost, and 
many different sizes. The general statement about motors and generators 
that has been put forward in many texts describing their operation is 
that a motor will function as a generator and a generator will function 
as a motor (5). It was the purpose of this study to verify the previous 
statement by identifying and documenting the requirements for the 
conversion of an induction motor to a low speed synchronous alternator, 
and developing a working example of the conversion.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to design into the frame of an 
existing ten horsepower motor, an armature winding and field structure 
that would function as a 117/208 volt, sixty hertz alternator, suitable 
for use in a wind energy conversion system.
Objectives of the Study 
The specific objectives of the study were to:
1. Determine a field/armature winding configuration for a low 
speed alternator.
2. Convert an induction motor into a synchronous alternator.
3. Design and Incorporate an air cooling system for the alternator. 
A. Evaluate the alternator through laboratory testing in terms of 
power output: in the wange of one hundred to one thousand revolu­
tions per minute.




The abundance of low priced electric power throughout America since 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt created the Rural Electrification 
Administration in 1935, has produced a generation of Americans who do 
not fully understand the true value of electric power. A jogger’s 
equivalent of one kilowatt-hour is an eight and one-half mile run at a 
seven-minute-mile pace (6,7). Modern Americans have created an 
environment that has left them completely dependent upon electric power. 
Since the energy, shortages of the seventies, people have become more 
conscious of the value of energy, and have sought to extract it through 
home built wind energy machines (2,3). The wind is particularly 
attractive to people who live well north, of the American sun belt 
because the sun is less likely to provide energy in quantities 
sufficient to meet the homeowner’s needs (8). The wind will provide 
energy whenever it blows, day or night.
Several studies have been conducted regarding the building of a wind 
energy system using an automotive alternator (2,9). The main reasons 
behind its use are its relative abundance and low cost. However, 
according to Marier,
Off the shelf automotive alternators are ill-suited for use 
as wind generators.. .they are inefficient arid must be geared up 
considerably (since the wind rotor turns relatively slowly) to 
rotate at a high enough speed to generate a useable amount of 
electricity (4:81).
The abundance and range of sizes of both three phase and single 
phase induction motors make both types prime candidates for use as wind 
generators. The scrap price for an induction motor is usually less than
4
ten cents per pound. The process of converting motors to wind 
generators has been done (1). The Electrical Apparatus Service Associa­
tion (EASA; publishes a manual that contains valuable information about 
the redesign of motors. Access to the manual is available at any motor 
repair shop whose proprietors are members of the EASA. This study was 
undertaken to record the processes and procedures necessary to convert 
an alternating current induction motor to a synchronous alternator.
Limitations of the Study
. Testing of the alternator was limited to the equipment available in 
the Electrical Engineering and the Industrial Technology Laboratories at 
the University of North Dakota.
Pelimitations of the Study
The induction motor selected for this study was a Lincoln 215T 
frame, three phase, ten horsepower, induction motor.
Assumptions
This study was conducted under the following assumptions:
1. That fossil fuel energy will continue to increase in "alue.
2. That the world wide quantities of fossil fuel resources will 
continue to decrease.
3. That the cost to convert an induction motor to an alternator 
is less than the purchase of a commercially produced wind energy 
conversion system alternator of equivalent power rating.
Def in:.. Linn of Terms
Airfoil- The shape of the blade of a wind energy conversion system. 
Airgap- The distance between the rotating and the stationary parts of 
the magnetic .structure of an alternator (10).
Alternator- A rotating electric machine that produces alternating 
current.
Ampacity- The current carrying capability of a conductor. The ampacity 
can vary depending on the application. Copper's ampacity for general 
purposes such as small transformers in ventilated enclosures at room 
temperature is one ampere per 700 circular mills (10).
Ampere Turns - A measure of magnetic force generated when an electric 
current is passed through conductors surrounding an iron core (10). 
Armature - The portion of the magnetic structure into’which electric 
poorer is induced. The armature can be either rotating or 
stationary (11).
AWG - American Wire Gage.
Ceramic Magnet. - A permanent magnet made of compressed metallic oxide 
powders (10).
Circular Mill - A measure equal to the area of a circle one rail (.001 
inch) in diameter (10).
Cogging - The irregular motion of the rotating member of an electric 
machine caused by magnetic attract! u of poles within the machine (10). 
Comrnutator - A segmented device mounted on a rotating shaft for the 
purpose of switching current to the separate magnetic coils within.the 
machine (10).
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Core - The iron portion of a magnetic structure that is wrapped with 
copper windings (10).
Dividing Head - A machine tool accessory that uses a worm guar mechanism 
to divide a circle or cylinder into any number of evenly divided 
segments.
EASA - Electrical Apparatus Service Association.
End Bell - The end plate of a, rotating electric machine, shaped like a 
shallow bell, that holds the rotating shaft suspended without touching 
the stationary iron of the machine. All motors have two end bells. 
Excitation - The condition of an electromagnetic core when current is 
flowing in its windings. The current flow forms a magnetic, field about 
the irort core.
Field. Pole ~ An electromagnet that is used to generate a magnetic field 
in a rotating electric machine.
Flux - The invisible lines of force emanating from a magnet.
Frequency - Symbolized by f. The rate of occurrence of a process, 
usually e-xpressed in number of occurrences per unit of time (10). Sixty 
north-south flux changes per second is a frequency of sixty hertz.
■4i
Full Load - The greatest load a machine is designed to curry under rated 
conditions. All performance tests were conducted with a resistive load. 
Harmonics - Sinusoidal, waves that are an integral multiple of the 
original frequency. In an electrical system, harmonics cause distortion 
of the sinusoidal output wave-form and output power losses.
Hertz - Abbreviate! Hz. A unit of frequency equal to one c, cle per
second (10:331).
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Inductive Reactance ~ Opposition to current j.low resi.il ting from 
the change of a circuit's current and its associated magnetic 
field (10:354).
Lamination - A layer of sheet steel used in the construction of 
electrical machines. A number of laminations are stamped to the proper 
shape and layered together to make up the machine’s magnetic struc­
ture (10). Laminations are necessary for alternating current applica­
tions to improve efficiency.
Lap Windings - An alternator stator winding configuration where one side 
of a phase coil is placed into the bottom of one slot and the other side 
of the coil is placed into the top of the other slot. (12).
Load - The part of au electric circuit that performs work, or consumes 
power (10).
Magnetic Circuit - The complete path, of the magnetic flux as ,c travels 
from the north pole, through the circuit components, to the south pole 
and returns to the north pole (13).
Magnetic Structure - The physical portion of an electric machine that 
forms the magnetic circuit.
Phase Belt - A series of coils connected together to form a single phase 
circuit within a three phase machine,
Pole Shoe - The wide area at the peripheral edge of the field pole (14). 
Reluctance- The resistance of a magnetic path to the flo of magnetic 
lines of force through it (10:6*1).
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Rotating Field - An alternator configuration where the magnetic field is 
bui.it into the rotor. In the case of the wound field, power is supplied 
via brushes and slip rings.
Rotor - The rotating portion of an electrical machine which houses a 
field or an armature depending on the type of machine (10).
Salient Pole - A configuration of a rotating field incorporating polos 
that project radially from the mounting points on the rotor. This is in 
contrast to a cylindrical rotor where the field coils are embedded into 
the periphery of the rotor.
Saturation - The condition of a magnetic core where the amor of flux 
in the core increases at a decreasing rate while the rate of increase of 
excitation current stays the same.
Self Excitation - The ability of a machine to build up the no-load 
terminal voltage from residual magnetism in the field when the rotor is 
operated at rated speed.
Short or Short Circuit - A condition within e circuit either from a 
wrong connection or breakdown of insulation that produces a lower than 
normal resistance to current flow in the. circuit. The result is an 
abnormally high’current flow that usually causes damage to circuit 
components or blows a fuse.
Slip Rings - Circular metallic rings, insulated from, and mounted on a 
rotor shaft for the purpose of transferring electric current to the 
rotating portion of an electrical machine via carbon brushes.
Slot Keepers- Thin, rigid pieces of an insulating material such as wood 
or plastic that are driven into the slots between the armature teeth to 
hold the windings in place (see figure 10)*
Spider - The part of the rotor structure that supports the field poles. 
Stator - The non-rotating portion of the magnetic structure of an 
electrical machine (12).
Stepped Windings - The configuration of the windings of the field pole 
where each turn of wire is placed directly adjacent to the uurn before 
it. As the layers build, one upon the other, more layers are added at 
the shoe end of the pole to take advantage of the space available (14). 
Surge Current - A sudden increase in the flow of current in a 
circuit (12).
Terminal Voltage - The voltage measured across the. output terminals of 
an alternator (13).
Three Phase - A system where three -separate circuits of like 
configuration are combined within a single machine and connected to a 
common ground, as in the wye circuit (10) (see figure 12).
Unbalanced Windings - A coil connection configuration that causes 
imbalance of the flow of flux within the magnetic circuit. This 




This study was conducted to investigate the processes necessary to 
convert an alternating current induction motor to a salient pole alter­
nator for use in a wind energy conversion system. Before the decision
' -ft •
w^s made to redesign an alternating current machine, the properties of 
both alternating current and direct current were evaluated.
Alternating Currentand Direct Current Compared 
Direct current power was found to be more difficult to convert from 
one voltage to another. One method of the conversion is to pass the 
direct current through an inverter that switches the current off and on 
very rapidly to produce an alternating current (16), The switched 
current is then passed through a transformer to produce the desired 
change in voltage and then passed through a rectifier to produce a 
smooth flow of direct current. The switching inverter was determined to 
be a very expensive part of the system with an average 1986 price of 
over two hundred dollars for a one kilowatt unit (1).
•The type of equipment necessary to convert direct current to 
alternating current is significantly more expensive than the equipment 
necessary to convert alternating current to direct current (17). An 
alternating current to direct current rectifier sufficient to convert
11
one to two kilowatts was priced at less than fifteen dollars in 1986.
A direct current generator is a machine with a commutator and 
brushes that carry the full load current from the rotating armature to 
the terminals. This design increases the maintenance cost due to brush 
and commutator wear (5). Whereas, an alternating current machine would 
use brushes that carry only the field excitation power which is less 
than one hundred watts for a one to two kilowatt machine.
The alternating current produced by a wind machine will vary 
relative to the wind speed. The field can be regulated fairly easily to 
keep the voltage constant, but sophisticated mechanical or electronic 
systems would have to be developed to keep the. frequency constant. 
Alternating current induction motors change rotor speed in accordance 
with the changes in the power supply frequency (13). Operating a motor 
under load with the varying alternating current from the wind alternator 
could damage the motor or the attached appliance. Inspite of the 
disadvantages, the advantages of alternating current over direct current 
were sufficient to warrant it as the type of power to be used as the 
basis for the motor redesign project.
The Rotating Field Alternator
The alternator that was determined to be the best candidate for a 
wind system power source was the rotating field type (l7). There are 
two types of field configuration available for use in a wind driven 
alternator. One is the copper wound iron core salient pole field, and 
the other is‘a multi n̂ -lar permanent magnet field. The wound iron core
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rotating field alternator is a design that passes a relatively small 
amount of excitation power through the brushes and slip rings to the 
field.
The excited field is then rotated, inducing energy into the 
stationary armature or stator. The stator windings are connected 
directly to the output terminals (17). This configuration prevents 
full load power from passing through brushes, as in the direct current 
machine (18). The direct current excited, rotating field alternator is 
the same type machine used in the big steam driven turbo-generators 
installed in over eighty percent of the steam turbine power plants 
throughout the United States (17).
A permanent magnet field, for the alternator was considered. The 
permanent magnet field would have a Constant flux density. A 
conversation with a local magnet design engineer (19), indicated that 
the density of flux in a ceramic magnet would be about sixty-five 
percent of that available from a wound iron core field pole. Because 
the output power of an alternator is directly related to the density of 
the magnetic field in the field pole magnets, the alternator would never 
deliver more than sixty-five percent of the power of a machine equipped 
with wound iron core fie1 d poles (13). A significant advantage of a 
permanent magnet field was that slip rings, brushes, and copper were not 
needed inside the alternator itself. A permanent magnet field also 
eliminated the need for a separate direct current power source for field 
excitation. The cost of magnets suitable for use in a one to two 
kilowatt alternator was well over one hundred and fifty dollars in
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1986 (20). The permanent magnet field was eliminated because of cost 
and the lower flux density of the magnets.
Converting a Motor to a Generator
The process of spinning a motor shaft to produce electricity is not 
new, nor has it gone out of favor. The manufacturers of garden tractors 
use a motor-generator as an electric starter to start the gasoline 
engine. V/hen the engine is running, the motor-generator supplies 
electric power to charge the battery and operate the electrical 
accessories (21). A motor-generator system uses a direct current 
machine along with a direct current storage battery.
The Induction Generator
The conversion of an alternating current motor to an alternator 
must be addressed'differently because:
1. An unmodified alternating current induction motor will only 
function os a generator if it is supplied with Its own rated 
power for excitation (13).
2. Alternating current for excitation cannot be stored in a 
battery (22).
It was found that an induction motor will function as a generator 
if it is connected to its rated power supply and operated at a speed 
greater than its normal operating speed. Induction generators were used 
by two commercial wind machine producers in 1980 (23). A wind machine 
with an induction generator is tied directly to the electric utility 
power line and is switched to the utility power when the wind supplies
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enough energy to drive the machine rotor beyond its rated speed. The 
induction generator was not considered an acceptable candidate for wind 
generator research because of the requirement for utility company power.
The Wound Rotor Induction Motor
The wound rotor induction motor would be a good candidate for the 
conversion project. It is equipped with a commutator and resembles a * 
direct current motor. According to Kuecken, "A wound rotor induction 
motor can usually be converted for generator usage” (3:37). During the 
search for a machine to convert to a generator, very few complete, 
repairable versions of this type of machine were found. Many of those 
found were designed to be operated at one speed. The non-uniformity of 
the slot and tooth width in the stator core iron would have caused 
imbalance of the magnetic circuits, and made it difficult to redesign 
the motor for a change in rated rotor speed (15). The rarity of this 
type machine plus the potential for problems when changing rotor speed 
made it a poor candidate for the motor to generator conversion project.
The Synchronous Motor -- ----------- -- -—,—--
The type of induction motor that yielded the most promise for 
research in wind energy development was the.three phase synchronous 
motor (5). Its design consists of a rotor that is excited with direct 
current.- This is a configuration tnat is similar to that of an 
alternating current generator (17). A local search for such a machine 
was conducted and none were found. A search of the literature for more 
data on the synchronous motor yielded the following:
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1. "The synchronous motor is rarely built for ratings below 
twenty-five kilowatts..," (24:450).
2. "Most synchronous motors are rated greater than one hundred 
horsepower..." (17:216).
The commercially manufactured synchronous motor was eliminated as a 
candidate for wind energy research because of: its size.
The Basic Configuration of the Alternator 
The direct current excited rotating field was identified as one of
the components necessary for an effective design of a wind energy power
source. The rarity of the special alternating current machines served 
to reinforce the fact that the work required to. create a relatively low 
cost home built wind powered energy conversion system would be focused 
on a redesigned version of the alternating current induction motor.
A method for redesigning an alternating current induction motor 
into a synchronous alternator was begun with a search for a machine that 
would produce one to two kilowatts when set up as a wind generator. A
one to two kilowatt machine was selected because it is the typical size
for a home auxiliary power system (4, . This size alternator would 
require an airfoil diameter between ter and fourteen feet (4). A system 
of this size is in keeping.with the government category of MOD 0, which 
is described as the category of small scale machines with power output 
of approximately one kilowatt (25). The greatest advantage of utilizing 
a small machine is tile varying wind speed that: can cause serious damage
to wind machir.es.
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Extraneous loads, i.e. wind gusts, gravity forces, blade balance, 
wind shear, wind shifts, gyro forces, these loadings can cause 
cyclic motions and vibration in the blade, tower, searings, and 
can have a serious impact on system reliability, lifetime, and 
performance. These loadings are liable to be more serious for 
large machines than for small ones (25:137).
The following conclusion regarding the size of wind energy machines is
drawn by Eldridge, "...the smaller units may prove to be more reliable
and have longer lifetimes than the larger scale WECS" (25:59).
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter contains a description of the design processes and 
procedures used for the redesign and conversion of an alternating 
current induction motor to an alternator, suitable for use in a wind 
energy conversion system. The major objectives were the:
1. Determination of a field/armature winding configuration 
for a low speed alternator.
2. Conversion of the alternating current motor into an 
alternator.
3. Design and incorporation of a cooling system for the 
alternator.
A. Evaluation of the completed alternator through laboratory 
testing in terms of power output in the range of 100 to 1000 
revolutions per minute.
5. Determination of the power conversion efficiency.
The Research Design
This, research and development project was done to document the 
analysis and steps necessary for a person without an engineering 
background to successfully convert an induction motor to a rotating
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field alternator. The general approach of the study was to use 
experimental procedures to determine the design parameters for the 
internal structure. Only materials that were available from local 
merchant's inventories were used in the project, eliminating the need to 
special order non-stock items. The steps of the conversion were 
recorded in sequence to provide a clear path through the process.
Acquisition of a Motor for Study
A search was begun locally for a ten to twenty horsepower, totally 
enclosed, three phase motor. This power rating was selected because the 
weight of the machine was low enough to allow one person to pick it up 
and move it without expensive equipment. After several week's search, a 
suitable machine was located at a local motor repair shop. An initial 
inspection was necessary to verify the serviceability of the machine. 
The motor shaft was turned by hand to test the bearings and other 
internal parts. No abnormal rubbing or grinding was detected. A check 
with the shop foreman indicated that the motor interior was intact and 
undamaged. The motor was purchased at a rate of 10 cents per pound.
The Initial Inspection
The end bells were removed and the internal mechanism inspected. 
The motor smelled of burned electrical insulation. The stator coiJs 
were probably degraded by heat and vibration until they shorted 
together. No damage to the stator teeth was observed. The motor was 
considered satisfactory for the redesign project.
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A cursory examination revealed that the stator contained 36 slots. The 
number of stator slots is an important consideration for three phase 
machines due to the nature of the magnetic circuits created by the 
stator windings. A slot quantity that is an even multiple of three 
makes the determination of the stator coil configuration easier.
Removal of the Stator Windings
There are two methods of removing defective windings when 
rebuilding electrical machines. First, the coil loops at each end of 
the stator core are removed with a chisel or wire cutter leaving enough 
of the wire protruding from the slots to allow them to be gripped with a 
plier.
* The next step involved either one of the two methods. The most 
common method is to burn the insulation out with a specially built gas 
fired furnace. The burn method was not selected for fear that the 
aluminum frame might be distorted. The method chosen for this study was 
to use lacquer thinner to saturate each coil using a plastic syringe, 
rags, and metal plates at each end of the stator to contain the vapor. 
Gradually, the insulation varnish softened enough to allow removal of 
each wire with a plier. A short piece of a hacksaw blade welded to a 
steel rod was used to saw through the slot insulation tn allow the 
lacquer thinner to penetrate the slot faster. The process was continued 
over several weeks until all the varnish and insulation paper was
removed.
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During the inspection of the stator slots, the steel laminations at 
each end of the stator core were found to have sharp edges that were 
likely to cause damage to the new insulation and coil windings. This 
condition could ultimately lead to premature failure of the alternator 
(5). To limit the possibility of damage to the slot or wire 
insulation, all 72 end edges of the slots were carefully rounded with a 
high speed die grinder equipped with a small rotary file. Then, the 
core lamination was sanded lightly with 100 grit sandpaper and sprayed 
with a thin coat of cleer rust preventive.
Measuring the Core and Restoring it to a True Cylinder 
The inside diameter of the core from tooth top to tooth top was 
measured in three places axially, along every third pair of diamet­
rically opposed teeth. It was discovered 1 hac when the motor was 
manufacturedthe core laminations were welded together as an assembly 
and then inserted under pressure into the aluminum extrusion. The 
processes of welding and press fitting caused distortion of the core 
laminations.
The difference in distance between diametrically opposed tooth 
pairs, both along the axis and among adjacent teeth indicated that 
distortion of the core was sufficient ra cause distortion of the output 
voltage sine wave during operation as an alternator due to variations in 
the air gap distance. For this reason, the core interior was ground to 
a true cylinder on the lathe with a router that was mounted on the tool 
post. The process was done to ensure a consistent air gap between the
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rotor and stator. The smooth voltage was assumed to help reduce 
vibration, sine wave harmonics, and armature reaction, all major causes 
of voltage losses at the output terminals (24). This process was later 
found to be ineffective from an electrical standpoint because the output 
voltage is the sum of all the coils connected in series, if some coils 
produced a larger voltage, and some produced less, the end res* Jt would 
be the same.
„ Analysis of the Air Gap Distance 
The distance of the air gap between the rotating field poles and 
the iron of the stationary core is a prime consideration when designing 
or redesigning any electrical machine. This is due to the nature of 
magnetism, its affinity for iron, and its tendency to scatter in 
air (26). This condition is observed when iron filings are sprinkled 
onto a permanent magnet. The closely compacted lines of force leave the 
pole face of one end, and return to the opposite pole face from all 
directions. The lines of force seem to repel each other in air and then 
converge back together at the other pole face. The result as related to 
the design of electrical machines is that if the air gap is too large, 
some of the useful flux would take a non-productive path through the 
circuit and not contribute to the useful power at the output terminals 
(26). Each line of flux must pass through the stator wire coils in 
order to produce electricity (see Figure 1). Examination of fractional 
horsepowei single phase induction motors showed an average air gap of 
.008 inch. In a telephone conversation with Hr. Sara Heller (27) of the
F I E L D  POL E  S H O E
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Data Pule Publishing Company, and consultant to many of the country’s 
heavy industries, an air gap from .080 t.o .120 in<_h was suggested, (his 
is more than ten times the air gap of a fractional horsepower induction 
motor.
According to Say (24), a shorter air gap ic better. A longer air 
gap introduces a higher value fot the property of reluctance, requiring 
more turns of ’./ire in the stator coils to deliver the required voltage. 
More turns of wire would mean that a smaller wire diameter would be 
required in each slot due to the loss of room from the addition of the 
extra turns in. each coil. The end result would be less power available 
at the output terminals. "In the ideal machine, the air gap accounts 
for the whole of the magnetic circuit reluctance” (24:17). An air gap 
formula for direct current excited synchronous machines from De Jong 
(28) was used as'a guide in the establishment of the air gap for the 
alternator.
Where g = air gap length and tp = pole pitch length:
Considering the fact that it is more difficult to. add metal onto the 
field poles to close the air gap should it be too large, the air gap was 
set at .030 inch. The pole core lengths could always be shortened by 
machining if a longer air gap is necessary.
For a ten pole machine, tp = 1.5625 inches.
tp^ ~ 3.8147 inches
g = .059 inch
The rotor of the original motor was a cylinder made of a number oi 
laminations pressed onto the shaft and molded in place with cast alumi­
num. It was determined that the rotor had to he re.nov i, and a 
multipolar wound field installed in its place. The rotor was placed 
between centers in a lathe and the aluminum at both ends machined down 
to the steel laminations. Then the shaft bearings were removed. The 
rotor was then clamped into the power band saw and sawed radially toward 
the shaft. The sawing operation was completed with a hand hack saw, and 
the rotor laminations pressed off the shaft with an arbor press.
A 3pider in the form of an iron cylinder of sufficient. diameter to 
accommodate from 6 to 12 field poles, depending on the design of the 
alternator, was pressed onto the rotor shaft. The spider was fit 
tightly to the rotor shaft to eliminate the possibility of axial 
movement of the rotor structure after the alternator was in service.
Determination of Alternator Configuration 
It was determined that it was necessary to construct the rotating 
field structure before the armature coils could be installed because the 
alternator output vpltag, is directly related to the strength of the 
rotating magnetic field. The number of poles in the machine is a 
function of the rotor speed and the frequency of the output current. If 
the frequency is 60 hertz, the pole quantity and corresponding speed are 
determined by the formula:
Where: P — number of poles,
f = frequency in hertz, and 
S = speed in revolutions per minute.
Both forms are the same formula transposed to reveal each element.
The pole quantities- and corresponding rotor speeds are listed in
Table 1. An even number of poles was necessary to provide a complete
path for the flow of flux in the magnetic circuit.
TABLE 1
POLE QUANTITY WITH RESPECTIVE ROTOR 
SPEED FOR A FREQUENCY OF 60 HERTZ







Wind energy conversion system airfoils generally rotate at speeds 
significantly lower than those shown in the table. This means that an 
alternator rotor with a pole quantity the same as any of those listed in 
Table 1 would have to be adjusted with some type of speed changing 
system if it were to maintain a relatively constant 60 hertz output. .
A significant criterion that makes a lower rotor speed desirable is the 
vibration that accompanies high speed machines* A ten or twelve pole 
machine would function well at rated speed without the need for 
precision balancing- Less vibration would enhance the life of the 
machine by placing less stress on both the shaft bearings and the 
winding insulation. The number of poles also d ctates the relative size 
of each pole. For example, the poles of a four pole machine would be 
approximately twice as large as those of an eight pole machine. This 
has a significant bearing on the method of construction of the field 
poles. The dimensional size of the iron needed to mill a field pole for 
an eight, six, or four pole machine would have been larger than the 
in-stock sizes at the local machine shops. An alternate method of 
cutting one-fourth inch thick steel plates to fit the shape of the rotor 
profile, then fitting them onto the rotor shaft was considered but 
rejected due to the difficulty in winding the poles after the iron was 
assembled onto the rotor. Also, the intricacy of the pole shape meant 
that most of the sawing and filing would have been hand work.
The method of field pole construction was to mill the field poles 
from solid blocks of steel. The number of poles was narrowed to eight, 
ten, or twelve. With the 36 slots of the stator, a twelve pole 
configuration is evenly matched to the stator teeth at three per pole. 
This is a situation that would cause power losses clue to harmonic 
distortion of the output sine wave and heating of the stator 
windings (28). For this reason, a twelve pole machine was no longer 
considered. The width of a pole in an eight pole machine was calculated
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at between 1 1/2, and 2 inches. Steel bar two inches thick by six 
inches wide was not available at the Local shops. The configuration of 
the field was established at ten poles.
Design of the Field Pole
The requirements for the determination of the major design para­
meters for a field pole in the ten pole machine were identified. Ten 
poles for a 36 slot armature meant 3.6 armature teeth per pole. 
examination of many of the motors and generators at one of the local 
electric motor repair shops revealed that the cross sectional area 
relationship between the copper and the iron in a field pole was 
approximately two thirds for copper and one third for iron.
An analysis of the magnetic circuit as described by Richardson (13) 
yielded the ground rules for field dimensional parameters. One 
important consideration was that there must be enough room between the 
field poles to allow air to pass over the windings to aid cooling. The 
most important parameter for the field pole design was that the width of 
the narrowest cross sectional area of the field pole core had to be the 
same or slightly wider than the cross sectional widths of the 3.6 
armature teeth in the stator (see Figure 1 on page 22). Otherwise, the 
flux density is higher in one portion of the circuit than the other, 
causing it to spread and take non-productive paths through the circuit. 
The width at the narrowest points of the 3.6 armature teeth as 
calculated below, totaled .9 inch.
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Calculation of the width of tha iron in one armature pole:
The width of one armature tooth - .25 inch.
Six tenths of one armature tooth * .6 x .25 = .15 inch.
Three armature teeth ~ 3 x .25 » .75 inch.
+ ------- — - —   
Total width of iron in armature pole - .9 inch.
The .9 inch width was an ideal situation that did not consider the 
air gap reluctance, which also causes flux spreading. For this reason, 
a slight increase in the cross' sectional area of the field pole core 
iron to compensate for the air gap flux spreading losses was considered. 
Unfortunately, an Increase in the amount of iron meant a decrease in 
space available for copper. The full .9 inch width was only useful if 
enough copper could be wound around it to create at least 100.000 lines 
of flux per square inch in the narrowest portion of the core (13). An 
examination of the space available revealed that the above configuration 
was not possible. A compromise was struck between the pole core width 
and the space for copper around it. The air space between the mounted 
field poles ar.d the space taken up by insulation was subtracted from the 
total area possible for one field pole. The square area available for 
copper and iron was calculated at 1.46 square inches. Approximately two 
thirds of the sum was allocated for copper windings and the other third 
for iron.
Width of the Field Pole Shoe
The general guide lines expressed by Kuhlman (14) for determining 
the width of the field pole shoe were applied to the ten pole machine. 
The profile of the field pole shoe is what determines the quality of the
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sine wave at the output terminals. Kuhlman’s general design guide line 
suggests that the field pole shoe width be 65 to 7;5 percent of the width 
of the armature pole to reduce flux losses that would occur if the pole 
shoes were too close to each other. If they afe too close, the flux 
will jump between poles at the shoe edges and thus short; circuit the 
magnetic circuit.
Sixty-five percent of the 3.6 armature teeth was measured at 
slit utly under 1 inch. Seventy-five percent of the same length was 
measured at 1 l/8th inches. From the above data, the width of the field 
pole shoe was set at 1 inch.
Fabrication of the Field Poles
Two field poles were milled from a single piece of hot rolled stc-el
measuring one inch by 5 1/2 inches by 3 inches. The three inch length
was cut from a piece of bar stock and milled to an M' shape. When the
proper thickness for the center part for the core was reached,* the field
pole pieces were removed from the milling machine vise and cut with the
band saw through the center of the ’I1 to form two shorter ' T ! shaped
pieces. Five separate operations of this sequence were done to make ten
field poles. Then, each pole piece was placed into the vise with the
♦
coj e bottom up and milled to the proper length. Jext, each piece was 
marled and two tap drill sized holes for the mounting >olts were drjlied 
from ti.? base of the pole down th ough the 71._ Mies were drilled
to the mounting bolt tap drill diameter at this time to maintain 
precision when the pole piece was used as a guide to drill the bolt
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holes in the spider. Each pcfle piece was then placed into the vise with 
the pole shoe up and counterbored for the mounting bolt head. At this 
point, all the field poles were weighed, measured, and arranged in pairs 
to be mounted diametrically opposite each other on the spider to 
maintain the balance of the rotor.
Design of the .Spider
As soon as the field pole core length was available, the exact
*
dimensions of the spider were determined. The three critical factors 
involved with the spider design were:
1. - The field poles had to be fastened to the spider in a way that
would keep them from slipping from side to side.
2. The poles had to be fastened with bolts strong enough to limit 
the possibility of breakage due to centrifugal force.
3. The spider must complete the path of the magnetic circuit. For
A' . . .
this purpose, an iron cylinder was pressed onto the rotor shaft 
and milled to the shape of a decagon for mounting the poles.
The rotor shaft and spider cylinder assembly was placed between 
centers on a mechanical dividing head at the milling machine table. The 
flat sides of the spider were milled to the proper dimensions. When the 
ten sides were completed, each surface was milled .005 inch deeper in an 
area corresponding to the bottom of each pole core. This was done to 
keep the field poles from slipping from side to side.. When the .005 
deep areas were completed, each field pole was fitted to its respective 
milled surface. Each pole was then clamped to the spider individually
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and the pilot holes for mounting the poles were drilled into the spider. 
This procedure was followed to reduce the shear forces on the mounting 
lolts caused by misalignment of the holes when the field pole bolts were 
tightened. The spider mounting holes were then tapped using the milling 
machine fitted with a drill chuck to hold the tap. Then, the field pole 
holes were drilled to a diameter of 21/64ths to provide clearance for 
the 5/16ths mounting bolts.
Mounting the Unwound Field Poles
The unwound field poles were test fitted to the spider and fastened 
with specially modified 5/16ths inch, fine thread, class six machine 
bolts. The hex heads were machined round, and screwdriver slots cut 
into the tops of the heads. This was clone to reduce the amount of empty 
space at the top of each pole, thus allowing more flux to cross the air 
gap. Burrs were removed from the newly machined edges and the edges of 
the field pole cores were rounded with a file to a radius of l/32nd inch 
to reduce the chances of damage to the core insulation or wire during 
the winding process. At this point, the field poles and the spider 
segments were numbered sequentially for identification purposes.
Determining the Shape of the Field Pole Shoe 
The profile of the field pole shoe is what determines the quality 
of the output sine wave at the terminals. Ideally, the pole shoe Is 
tapered from the center toward the tips. According to Kuhlman (14), if 
the air gap at the center of the field pole is "g", the air gap at the 
edges of the shoe should be "2g". The field pole profile was determined
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graphically by constructing a circle around the field pole that would 
illustrate the peripheral gap distances (see Figure 2).
Grinding the Field Pole Shoe
The top ‘face of the pole shoe was machined to the proper shape by 
grinding. A jig was built to hold the field pole between centers in the 
lathe and rotate it within the circle shown in Figure 2. The field pole 
shoes were ground to remove only enough metal to taper the faces of the 
shoes. When the grinding process was complete, the edges were filed to 
remove any burrs.
Wire Size and Number of Turns for the Field Poles
The alternator was designed to take advantage of the property of 
self excitation. Self excitation made It unnecessary to supply direct 
current .to the field from an outside source. The general idea was to 
allow the residual magnetism in the field to build up the terminal 
voltage when the machine was operated. The residual magnetism would 
build up alternating current in the armature, then it was converted to 
direct current with a full wave bridge rectifier. That current was fed 
back into the rotating field to create a stronger magnetic field that 
would, in turn, build the terminal voltage to the desired level.
The field was designed to be at seventy-five percent of maximum 
when 117 volts direct current forced a current of .75 ampere through it. 
A surge current of one ampere at 136 volts was included as a design 
maximum for times when heavy current loads were placed onto the machine. 
The extra voltage was considered necessary to maintain the output
FIGURE 2.
P A T H  OF R O T A T I O N  F O R  G R I N D I N G
C I R C U L A R  P A T H  OF T HE R O T A T I N G  F
THE CIRCLE DF ROTATION FOR GRINDING THE FIELD POLE SHOE
terminal voltage as near as possible to 1.17 volts under varying load 
conditions. The use of a field voltage regulator was anticipated when 
the alternator was placed into service.
The process of determining the correct number of turns and the 
right size wire for the 'field poles was initiated. The cross- sectional 
area available for copper on one side of the field pole was calculated 
at .33 square inch. Only one side of the total area was needed to 
calculate the number of turns. It was assumed that the field poles 
would be connected in series. The average field pole conductor turn 
length (mean turn length) was established graphically at 12 inches (see 
Figure 3). The mean turn length was required to determine the 
resistance of the winding in one field pole.
The measure of magnetic force generated by the wound field pole is 
referred to as the ampere turns. The amount of power required to create 
the ampere turns in the field pole will stay the same as long as the 
total cross sectional area of the copper conductors is the same. The 
analysis of the field pole ampere turns was necessary to determine the 
wire size that would offer the correct resistance to the 117 volt direct 
current power. If the wire diameter were too small, the voltage 
required .to excite the field would have been higher than 117. If the 
wire were too large, 117 volts would overheat the field windings and 
burn the insulation.
The ohm’s law formula was used to determine the wire size and 
resistance required. The mean turn length of twelve inches v;as 
converted to one foot to comply with the resistance per foot for wire
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diameter (see Table 6, page 86). Each wire size was converted to a 
circular mill equivalent as listed in the table. The wire sizes 
analyzed were American Wire Gage-numbers 2.0, through 24. The wire size 
selected was number 24. The analysis method and supporting verification 
is described in Chapter IV on page 75.
Fitting Insulation to the Field Poles 
Two types of insulation were used on the field poles before they 
were wound. The pole core was wrapped with a strip of mylar insulation 
long enough to form two layers. The iron was coated with epoxy and the 
plastic mylar wrapped around the core once, the first layer of mylar was 
coated with more epoxy, and the final wrap held in place with rubber 
bands. After the epoxy was cured, a rectangular piece of 
non-perforated, l/16th inch thick, plastic laminate circuit board 
material was slid over the core and down onto the surface immediately 
beneath the pole shoe (see Figure 4). The rectangular plastic laminate
board was made to extend beyond the edges of the pole shoes to provide*
support for the stepped copper windings (see Figure 5).
The Design and Construction of the Field Pole Winding .Jig 
When the wire size for the field poles had been determined, the 
process of developing a method for winding the field poles was .ini­
tiated. A winding jig was designed to be used while chucked into a 
machine lathe. The lathe was not intended to be under power while 
winding the poles. The very small diameter of the wire coupled with the
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necessity for careful placement of each turn of wire made it necessary 
to turn the lathe chuck by hand during the winding process.
The jig was built from a five inch length of one inch square steel 
bar, machined to emulate the surface of the spider to which the field 
pole would be mounted, A one inch diameter shaft was fastened to the 
bottom center of the square bar at right angles for purposes of holding 
the jig in the lathe chuck. A brass dowel pin was inserted into the jig 
to secure the wire end during the winding process (see Figure 4).
The Field Pole winding Process
The field poles were wound one at a time using the lathe chuck as
the holder for the jig and field pole. The coil of magnet wire was
clamped to the tool post, and a mechanical turn counter was connected
directly to the protruding end of the lead screw. Before each field
pole was mounted onto the winding jig, the threads and surface area of
the jig were coated with plumber's spray teflon. This was done to keep
the insulation varnish from bonding the two parts together during the
baking process. The field pole and the winding jig iron was isolated
from the copper windings at the base by the placement of a specially cut
and fit mylar insulation gasket (see Figure 4). Before winding, the
mylar insulation on the pole core was coated with electrical varnish.
The end of the magnet wire was tied to the brass dowel, the turn counter
set at zero, and the winding process begun. Each successive layer of
wire was coated with electrical insulation varnish. Care was necessary
*
when starting each new row because excessive pressure would push the
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previous layers out of the way and the top row would cut down into the 
windings. Uniform hand tension and careful placement of each turn were 
necessary to avoid the problem. Figure 5 shows the turns that were 
crossed to the next layer up to form the stepped windings. A total of 
750 turns were wound onto each pole. When each pole winding operation 
was completed, the jig and pole were removed from the lathe as one unit. 
If the field pole had been removed from the jig before baking, the 
windings would have slipped off the end of the pole core. This would 
have necessitated' a complete rewind of the field pole.
A slight bulge of the copper coil was noted along the long sides of 
the field poles- No amount of extra tension on the wire would change 
the bulge to a straight line without the risk of stretching the wire. 
Use of the standard procedure of tapping the coils with a plastic mallet 
to form the wire into shape was not considered because it would have 
imposed a high risk of dislodging the stepped windings. The bulge was 
large enough to offer some risk of contact with adjacent field poles 
when installed onto the spider.
Design of the Field Pole Baking Clamp
The slight bulge of the field pole coils was an unplanned problem. 
There were two options for a solution. The first was to remove enough 
winding layers to compensate for the loss of the space due to the bulge. 
The second option was to push the bulged windings back and hold them 
during baking, assuming that the cohesive properties of the electrical 
varnish would hold the windings in place after the baking process.
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A jig was built to hold the bulged windings in place during baking. 
It consisted of two pieces of thick steel machined to match the angle of 
the sides of the p''1 ' and drilled to be held against both sides of the 
pole and winding jxg with two steel bolts. The baking was an 
experimental procedure. The exact time and temperature to harden the 
varnish was unknown. The varnish was a gift from a local electric motor 
repair shop. The technicians (29) indicated that the maturation or the 
varnish was time and temperature dependent. According to Beater (18), 
the baking process must be conducted in a ventilated oven because the 
solvent vapor released during baking will weaken the insulation on the 
copper wire.
The first pole baked with the clamping jig installed was difficult 
to dismantle due to the cohesive properties of"the electrical varnish. 
It was discovered that the varnish became viscous during baking and 
bonded all close fitting surfaces. It was also noted that waxed paper 
was not an effective barrier against the heat and solvents of the baking 
process. A search was begun for a suitable buffer that would allow easy 
removal of the coil clamps after baking. Two pieces of a teflon coated 
aluminum cookie sheet were tested. Before the teflon coated material 
was used, it was coated with paste wax, then sprayed with plumber’s 
teflon. Two pieces, one on each side, were clamped against the wires. 
The teflon coated spacers worked well, and did not stick. The coils 
appeared to have conformed to the pressure placed upon them by the 
clamp. The space between the field coils when mounted on the spider
appeared uniform and adequate for air flow. Only time will cell if the 
windings will bulge back out and. touch the adjacent: coils,
: U
Mounting the Field Poles onto the Spider 
The ■'field poles were bolted to the spider with the special bolts 
described in the previous section named 'Mounting The Unwound Field 
Poles' on page 31. Before installation, the threads were carefully 
cleaned with solvent and coated with thread locking compound.
Connection of the Field Poles
After the field poles were mounted onto the spider, a continuity 
and short to ground test was performed on each field pole to verify that 
no damage to the pole windings had occurred during baking and instal­
lation. A test .connection of the field poles was performed to verify 
that the poles were properly connected in a north-south configuration. 
Each field pole was to be flanked by a field pole of opposite polarity 
(see Figure 6). The method of polarity testing involved energizing the 
field with a low voltage direct current and testing each pole with a 
small speaker magnet. When using the same end of the magnet, every 
other field pole attracted it, and every other field pole repelled it. 
The conventional method would have been to use an ordinary magnetic 
compass. An additional verification step was taken by laying a sheet of 
paper over the field poles and sprinkling iron filings onto the paper. 
The spaces between the pole shoes showed the direct attractive lines 
in dicat i n g an attractive f orce betwee n t he a d j a c e n t p o 1 e s . T h :i s 
verified the north-south configuration.
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F L O W  OF FLUX
F L O W  OF C U R R E N T
FIGURE 6, TEN POLE FIELD STRUCTURE SHOWING CURRENT FLOW AND POLE POLARITY
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12ach po 1 e t.o po 1 e wire connection was t;hei) cut to I;he proper 
length. The insulation was burned off with a butane cigarette lighter, 
sanded with 400 grit sandpaper, twisted together and fused with the 
flame of the oxy-acetylene torch. No flux or solder was used in the 
fusion step. The connection was cleaned with fine sandpaper and 
soldered with silver solder. The connection was cleaned again with 
water, coated with a few drops of epoxy glue, and. covered with a two 
inch long piece of spaghetti tubing before the epoxy set up. The two 
end wires were left long enough, to connect the field to the slip rings.
Design and Construction of the Slip Rings 
The slip rings were built from copper plate and thermosetting 
melamine resin. Two' half inch wide strips eight inches long were cut 
from the one-fourth inch thick copper plate. Each strip was rolled into 
the shape of a ring in the slip roll forming machine. The ends of each 
ring were beveled with a file in preparation for welding. The rings 
were held in a vise and fused with the tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding 
machine using copper wire as the filler material. The current setting 
on the TIG machine was at 300 amperes to overcome the heat dissipation 
of the large pieces of copper. Each ring was brought to a bright orange 
color before the beveled surface would begin to melt. A small copper 
tab was brazed to the inside of the ring to provide a plac^ to secure 
the field leads. When the brazing was inspected and verified to be 
acceptable, the ring was placed into the high temperature, high 
pressure mold that was designed specifically for slip ring fabrica­
tion (30). The raelarnine resin powder was placed into the cavity and the 
molding process begun. After cooling, the slip rings were inspected and 
found to be poorly bonded to the melamine. Due to the uncertainty of 
the casting process, the melamine was not recast. Instead, the slip 
rings were repaired. The copper was removed from the melamine, and both 
surfaces sanded lightly to remove the surface glaze. The surfaces were 
coated with epoxy and placed together. When the epoxy had hardened, the 
slip rings were placed into the lathe, and the melamine center bored to 
fit the outside diameter of the rotor shaft. When the boring was 
complete, a key slot was filed into each hole. The tabs were then 
drilled and tapped for the field connections.
Modification and Installation of the Cooling System
The fan from the original motor was cut perpendicular to its axis 
to form two thinner fans. Each fan was reduced to a diameter equal to 
the outside diameter of the field rotor and machined to fit the rotor 
shaft at each end of the field. One fan was mounted on the shaft 
between the field coils and the slip rings (see Figure 7), the other was 
secured to the shaft at the other end with a set screw. The fan blades 
were then twisted about five degrees to help move the air through the 
field.
To allow the air to circulate, a hole was cut through the aluminum 
body of the motor. This hole was approximately the same diameter as the 
hole used when power was supplied to the original stator windings. The
I1I
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FIGURE 7. FIELD STRUCTURE WITH COOLING FAN AND SLIP RINGS INSTALLED
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hole was placed on the same side of the motor, but on the other side of 
the stator core.
A metal, box was fabricated and installed onto the motor to cover 
the holes and provide a closed circle for air movement. The box also 
served as a junction box for field power, terminal, and ground 
connections.
Installation of the Slip Rings
The slip rings were installed onto the rotor shaft for the purpose 
of delivering 117 volts direct current to the rotating field. Several 
machining tasks were performed on the rotor shaft and slot key to allow 
installation of the slip rings and cooling fan. The rotor shaft was 
machined with a three-sixteenths inch square keyslot to accept the key 
used to keep the slip rings and cooling fan from rotating on the shaft. 
Care was taken regarding the location of the key slot to ensure that the 
slot was in close proximity to the two end '.Leads for the field 
connections on the slip rings. The adjacent area of the shaft was 
threaded to accept a nut to hold the fan, slip rings, and other 
components in place. Four large washers were machined in the lathe from 
pieces of l/8th inch thick plastic laminate circuit board material. 
These washers were used to separate the components on the rotor shaft. 
A three-sixteenths inch square key was drilled axially in the lathe to 
provide a route for the field lead wires. A hole was drilled through 
one side of the hollow key halfway along the length to allow one field 
wire lead to protrude and be connected to the first slip ring.
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The component parts were test fit to the rotor shaft. The key 
slots in the plastic washers, the fan hub, and the first slip ring were 
all filed a little deeper during the fitting process to avoid damage to 
the protruding field lead wire when the parts were slid over the key. 
When rhe test fitting process was completed, the cooling fan and slip 
ring system was installed permanently. A washer of mylar insulation was 
glued to the side of the exposed part of the spider to protect the nine
pole-^to-pole series connections. The shaft was covered with a narrow
*
strip of mylar insulation for the same purpose. Spaghetti tubing was 
placed over.the two field lead wires, then threaded through the center 
of the hollow key. One lead was pulled through the hole located halfway 
along the key length, and the key was placed into the rotor shaft 
keyway. A thick plastic laminate washer was placed onto the shaft, then 
the cooling fan was installed. Another thick plastic washer was 
installed, and the first slip ring was slid into place. The field lead 
wire was cut to length, stripped of insulation, tinned, and connected to 
the first slip ring at the connection tab with a machine screw. Another 
plastic laminate washer was installed and the second slip ring was slid 
into place. The slip ring was connected in the same fashion as 
described previously. The final plastic laminate washer was slid into 
place, and a spanner nut was tightened into place with a hammer and 
punch (see Figure 7). The shaft hearings were then installed onto the 
rotor shaft in preparation for the test of the assembled machine.
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Mounting the Brushes to the Interior of the Frame 
The location of the field brushes was confined to an area near the 
hole in the frame to keep the field power supply wires inside the 
alternator as short as possible. The brushes and brush holders were 
obtained at a local motor repair shop. They were mounted to the 
interior of the alternator with a block of aluminum 1 1/4th inches 
square by one inch thick that had been machined to conform to the inside 
diameter of the alternator body. The aluminum block was slotted to 
accept a one-eighth inch thick piece of plastic laminate circuit board. 
The plastic board was located on the same plane as the plastic washer 
between the slip rings on the rotor shaft. When the axial location of 
the brushes was established, the aluminum block was bolted to the 
interior of the frame .from the exterior with two one-fourth inch 
diameter socket head cap screws. The brush holders were mounted on. 
either side of the plastic laminate and adjusted to a radial distance of 
one-sixteenth inch from the slip rings. The brush holder to slip ring 
distance is Important because it allows the brushes to ride on the slip 
rings under proper tension by the brush springs (31).
Testing the Field in the Assembled Machine 
The amount of flux crossing the air gap from the rotating excited 
field was determined experimentally. A one turn coil pair was inserted 
into the stator core. The coils were placed into the stator 
diametrically opposite each other, and connected in series. Each coil 
spanned three coil slots to match the ten pole configuration of the
field. The machine was assembled and placed into the lathe with, the
„ f.
shaft end in the chuck. The lathe speed was set at 720 revolutions per 
minute, synchronous speed for a ten pole machine of 60 hertz rating. 
The field was energized with the rated'power of 117 volts direct current 
allowing a current of .75 ampere to flow through it. This test was done 
to determine the voltage induced into the one turn coils in the stator. 
The voltage reading measured at the stator coil output terminals from 
the single turn coils was .68 volt. Because the voltage induced into 
the coils was additive when the coils were connected in series, the 
voltage per turn was determined to be ,33 volt. From the voltage data, 
the number of turns per coil and subsequently, the size of wire in the 
stator coils was determined.
Adjustment of the Sine Wave Output Curve 
While the test coils were in the armature, a test was performed to 
determine the quality of the output wave-form. An oscilloscope was 
connected across the output terming to monitor the wave-form. 
Initially, the wave-form appeared, flat at the top (see Figure 8). 
According ;.o Kuhlman (14), the output wave-form is directly related to 
the shape of the field pole shoe. Based on Kuhlman's guide line, the 
alternator was removed from the test platform and dismantled. The field 
was then clamped into a vise and the edges of the pole tips of each pole 
shoe were rounded with a few file strokes. The alternator was 
reassembled and tested again. The-oscilloscope showed a slight 
improvement in the wave-form, but still was not a smooth curve (see
T Y P I C A L  S I N E  WAVE
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FIGURE 8. THE SINUSOIDAL OUTPUT WAVEFORM
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Figure 8). The alternator was again removed, disassembled, the pole 
shoe edges filed, and reassembled. A test with the oscilloscope showed 
a sinusoidal curve similar to that shown in Figure 8. xhe wave-form was 
determined to be acceptable for the purposes intended for the 
alternator.
A terminal voltage test indicated that the filing process had 
reduced the output voltage to .6 volt. This change indicated that 
removal of metal, as little as a few file strokes, will increase the air 
gap reluctance and cause a measurable change in the voltage at the 
output terminals.
Determination of the Stator Winding Configuration
The stator was configured Lor ten poles in each phase by 
determining the number of coils per phase and the number of stator slots 
the coils spanned. Two important rules were adhered to during the 
winding scheme development. First, all coils were wound the same, and 
second, all three phases had the same number of coils.
The configuration of the stator coil placement was determined by 
consulting the foreman (32) of a local motor repair shop who had in his 
possession a document printed by the Electrical. Apparatus Service 
Association (EASA) (33). The document contained a coil grouping chart 
that indicated the configuration of stator coil placement for a ten pole 
machine with 36 stator slots. The coil grouping chart listed the 
configuration for a ten pole machine with thirty-six slots as;
"211, 112, 111, 121, 111; six groups cf two, twenty-four groups 
of one" (33:V-101), There were five groups of three numbers each. The 
'first number iii each group represented the number of coils in the "A" 
phase. The second number represented the cumber of coi ls in the "B" 
phase,and the third group, "C" phase. There were only five groups 
listed for ten poles, indicating that the grouping sequence was to be 
repeated for the other half of the stator. Table 2 matches the phases 
and the coil groups together, and shows the coil installation sequence 
for the first half of the stator.
TABLE 2
EACH PHASE MATCHED WITH POLE COIL QUANTITY
First
Coil Group 
Second Third Fourth Fifth
Phase A B C A B C A B C A B C A B C
Coils / Pole 2 1 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 1 2 1 I I 1
Figure 9 shows the coil groups arranged in.a circular pattern in a 
thirty-six slot stator. The two-coil groups show a six sided 
symmetrical pattern. This is significant because it indicates that the 
magnetic load is balanced. Closer scrutiny also shows that each phase 
has only one two-coil pole. The coil grouping scheme effectively uses 
the six extra slots, assigning two slots to each phase.
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Analysis of the Number of Turns JPer_ Stator Coil 
An analysis was conducted with the stator coils and iron to 
determine the proper turns configuration that would deliver 11.7 volts at 
the output terminals. A stator slot was tested to determine the number 
of turns of wire capable cf being placed into it by first installing 
insulation, then placing short lengths of wire into the slot until all 
the space was taken up. This test was conducted using several different 
wire gauge sizes. Thirty turns of American Wire Gauge size 17 was 
determined to be the best wire for the slot space available.
Two test coils of thirty turns each were wound and placed into the 
stator diametrically opposite each other and connected in series to 
determine the output of the multi-turn coils. This was done to 
determine the voltage loss due to inductive reactance imposed by the 
additional turns of wire. The field was energized and rotated at 
synchronous speed. The voltage measured at the output terminals was 
eighteen volts. This indicated that there were no measurable reactance 
losses when going from a single turn to a thirty turn coil. This test 
was later recognized to be inappropriate because reactance losses only
i
occur when current is flowing in the coils. The appropriate procedure 
would have, been to measure the terminal voltage while the machine was 
supplying current to a load. Another pair of coils was wound and the 
stator was configured with two pairs of coils placed in adjacent slots 
diametrically opposite each other to test the output of a two-coil 
armature pole. The test was performed to determine the difference in 
output between a two-coil pole and a single-coil pole. The voltage
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measured at the terminals from the two-coil pole was 34.8 volts. When 
divided among the four coils, the voltage per coil was 8.7 volts. That 
voltage indicated a three-tenths volt per coil drop from the voltage of 
a single coil armature polo. Based o n t h e d a t a take n i. n the 
experiments, the total number of turns was determined mathematically at 
thirty-two turns per coil. The calculations are shown in Chapter Four. 
The stator coil slots were insulated with mylar motor slot insulation. 
The pieces were cut to protrude about l/8th inch from each end and about 
l/8th inch above the top of the core slot opening.
Winding the Armature (Stator) Coils 
The field pole winding jig was fitted with an adjustable wooden 
adapter for winding the stator coils. The mean turn length was 
established at one foot using the test coils as a guide. The general 
idea behind the mean turn length was to use as little wire as necessary
to supply the correct number of turns for the coils. The minimum length
*
had to have enough clearance to allow relative ease of installation and 
provide space for the coil end loops at the ends of the stator to avoid 
damage to the insulation during the installation process.
A set of keeper^ for holding the coils into the slots was made from 
straight grained maple. The wood was cut .into strips l/4th inch wide by 
1 /8th inch thick. A router was set up with a fence and a cutting bit 
that would cut a l/16th inch radius groove along both edges of one wide 
side. The strips were finish sanded to fit the contours of the inside
of the stator core slots.
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Installing the Armature Colls
The s1ot insulation was placed into several slots and the coil 
installation process was begun. A lap winding configuration was used in 
the process. Two pieces of mylar insulation were placed into a slot and 
used as guides to slide the coil turns into the slot one at a time until 
all of the wires of the coil were situated in the bottom of the stator 
slot. When the first half of the first coil was placed into the slot, a 
piece of mylar insulation was daubed with electrical varnish to help 
keep it in place and slid into the slot over the top of the first coil. 
The first half of a second coil was placed into the bottom of an 
adjacent slot. When the first half of the second coil was in place, a 
specially contoured dowel was slid into the slot above the first coil to 
„ceep both coils in place during the initial stages of the winding 
process (see Figure 10). The first half of a third coil was placed into 
the bottom of the slot adjacent to the second coil slot in the same 
manner as the first, two. The first half of the third coil was 
temporarily taped into position with masking tape. At this point, the 
dowel was removed from the top of the first coil slot and placed into 
the top of the third coil slot. The second half of the third coil was 
then placed into the top of the first slot. A special tool fabricated 
by professional motor repairmen made of high density plasticized fiber- 
board was used to push the final wires down into the stator slot. When 
all of the wires were in place, the slot insulation was folded down over 
the wires. A wax coated slot keeper was driven into the slot above the 
folded insulation to hold the wires and insulation in place. If the
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keeper stopped moving inward after repeated taps with a light hammer, it 
was scored with a knife, broken, and driven into the slot from the other 
side of the stator. Care was taken not to cut into the wires when U3ing 
the knife to score the wood. The rest of the coils were installed using 
the procedure described above.
Connecting the Armature Colls
When all of the coils were installed, the process of connecting the 
coils of the three phase belts was begun. The coil, grouping chart was 
used in identifying which coil belonged to which phase belt. Each coil 
and pair of wire ends was labeled regarding which phase it belonged to, 
and direction of current flow, either ’’in”, or "out” . For the initial 
testing, the coil wire ends were '.Left long. The first one-half inch of 
insulation on each wire was burned off and the wire sanded clean. The 
coils in the "A" phase were identified and isolated by folding the wires 
from the other two phases out of the way.
To achieve a properly functioning armature, the following general 
rules of stator winding were applied:
1. When the coils of any given phase belt were connected, they 
had to establish an alternating north-south pole configuration 
within the stator iron.
2. With the exception of the two-coil poles in each phase belt, 
the coils in any given slot were always members of the same phase.
3. Except for the coils in the same slots as those of the two-coil 
poles, the coils of any given phase were connected in a manner
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that allowed the current of both coils in the same slot to flow 
in the same direction (see Figure 11).
The coils in the "A" phase were connected first. The first coil 
in the phase belt was identified and the "out" end wire connected to the 
"in" end of the next "A" phase coil (see Figure 11). The coils were 
connected by twisting the bare ends of the long leads together. When 
all of the "A" phase coils were connected, a count of the connected 
coils’was made to verify the correct configuration. The diametrically 
opposite position of the two-coil poles was also verified. Then, the 
coils of "A" phase were soldered and taped in preparation for testing. 
The coils of nBM and nC" phases were connected in the same fashion.
Testing the Coil Installation for Shorts and Opens 
. When the three phase belts were still isolated in the stator, the 
coil connections of each phase were tested for continuity and open 
connections by placing ohrameter probes against the cleaned ends of the 
phase belt wires. Each phase sell was tested separately for shorts by 
placing one,ohnuneter probe against one end of a phase belt wire and the 
other probe against the bare metal of the alternator frame. The test 
results indicated that no damage had occurred to the coils during 
installation,
Haking the Three Phase Wye_Connections 
When the coils of the three phase belts were properly connected, 
they formed the three phase wye configuration. The "in" ends of each 
phase belt were connected together and fastened to the neutral lug on
NOTE:
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FIGURE 11. END VIEW OF STATOR 
SHOWING COIL CONNECTIONS AND 
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the output terminal strip. The "out” end of each phase was connected to 
a separate lug on the same strip. A schematic representation of: the wye 
connection is shown as the alternator armature windings in Figure 12 on 
page 68.
Assembly and Test of the Alternator 
When the armature connection process was completed, the wires were 
taped to the interior of the frame to avoid possible damage. Then the 
rotor was placed into the armature, the brushes held aside to avoid the 
incoming rotor shaft and slip rings, and the end bells bolted into 
position. The alternator was placed into the lathe with the shaft end 
in the chuck. The rotor speed was adjusted to 720 revolutions per 
minute and the field energized with 117 volts direct current.
The voltage was measured across the output terminals of the 
alternator. The voltage from ”A,r phase terminal to the neutral terminal 
was measured at 117. Both "B" and f!CM phases were measured at 117 volts 
using the same procedure. The voltage across any two of the phase 
terminals was measured at 208. The results of both voltage tests 
indicated that the machine was correctly connected internally and that 
the basic process of design and construction of the alternator was 
correct.
Making the Permanent Armature Connections 
When the connection scheme was verified to be correct, the 
alternator was removed from the lathe and dismantled. The- temporary 
taping was removed and the winding connections pulled out and away from
the coils. Each temporary connection was changed to a permanent 
connection one at a time to avoid the possibility of error during the 
process. One wire connection was separated from the rest of the 
protruding wires, and both wires cut closer to the armature coils. The 
insulation coating was burned from the wire ends, and sanded to remove 
the residue. The clean wire ends were twisted together by hand and 
fused with the oxy-acetylene torch. No flux was used in the fusion 
process. The fused connection was sanded to remove the oxide scale, 
then silver soldered. The flux scale from the soldering process was 
removed with water. Then the connection was dried, coated with epoxy, 
and a 2 inch piece of spaghetti tubing slid down over the wires to 
protect the connection.
Placing the Coil End Loop Insulation 
The armature coil end loops that protruded from the stator core 
were insulated from each other with mylar insulation. A one-sixteenth 
inch thick piece of clear plastic acrylic sheet was sharpened on one 
edge to allow insertion between the coil end loops to create a path for 
the thin insulation. A crescent shaped piece of insulation was placed 
between each coil loop. This was done for all coil loops at both ends 
of the armature structure.
Binding the Armature End Loops
When the coil insulation was in place, the loops were bound 
together with nylon mason’s line to reduce the possibility of premature 
failure due to damage to the coil insulation from vibration. One end of
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the nylon was tied to the coils, then passed through the coils radially 
toward the interior of the structure. The leading end of the nylon was 
then passed over the coils through the nylon loop on the outside of the 
coils, then radially through the coils and so on. This type of knot is 
commonly known as the buttonhole stitch. It was used in this 
application to maintain the string tension while tying the coils 
together. The coil loops in both ends of the armature structure were 
tied in this fashion.
Varnishing and Baking the Armature
• The armature coil structure was baked in a ventilated oven to form 
the windings into a single unit using the varnish as a bonding and 
filling agent. The alternator frame without end bells or brushes was 
first placed into the oven, and preheated to 150 degrees fahrenheit to 
remove any moisture and to allow the varnish to run into the coils when 
it was painted on. The hot armature structure was removed from the oven 
after three hours and placed onto a bench with the coils of one end 
pointing up. While the armature was still hot, the varnish was brushed
onto the coils with a small acid swabbing brush until it began to drip
* ■.
from the bottom of the loops at the other end of the stator. The 
armature was then baked in the oven at 180 degrees fahrenheit until the 
varnish stopped'dripping from the bottom of the coils. The process took 
approximately three hours. The armature was then removed, inverted, 
varnished, reinserted, and baked for another three hours. The process 
was repeated until there was visible evidence of varnish between the
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wires of all of the coils. The armature structure was baked for eight 
hours at 180 degrees fahrehheit after the varnishing process was 
completed. At the end of the eight hour period, the armature was 
removed from the oven and allowed to cool in open air. When the 
armature was cool, the alternator was reassembled.
CHAPTER IV
PERFORMANCE TESTING AND .
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Performance Tests
When the baking process was complete, the alternator was 
reassembled and tested in the same manner as described in the section 
entitled "Assembly and Test of the Alternator" on page 62. When the 
operation of the alternator was verified, a self-excitation test was 
performed. One phase circuit of the alternator was connected to a full 
wave bridge rectifier. The direct current from the rectifier was passed 
through the alternator field in an attempt to produce the self 
excitation condition. The rotor was operated at 720 revolutions per 
minute for fifteen to twenty seconds before the field began to build up. 
A terminal voltage of 117 volts was achieved after approximately thirty 
seconds of operation at rated speed.
When the self-excitation aspect was verified, the alternator was
removed from the lathe arid mounted on a platform for testing with a
three horsepower gasoline engine. The self excitation feature was
tested while the alternator was driven by the gasoline engine ay placing
a load on one of the phases after the terminal voltage had built up to
its rated value. Within one second after applying the load, the
terminal voltage fell to zero. Tests with capacitors connected in
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parallel across the terminals failed to assist- in the production of 
sufficient power to maintain the field magnetism when the load was
• placed on the output terminals. The collapse of the magnetic field in
• this type of alternator under self-excited conditions is normal, and 
excitation must be accomplished through an external power source (34).
An exciter in the form of a permanent magnet direct current motor, 
a machine that would also function as a direct current generator, was 
obtained at a local surplus store. It was mounted on the side of the 
alternator and driven by the alternator rotor shaft at the proper speed 
through a toothed pulley and belt arrangement. The output wires of the 
permanent magnet motor were connected to the field to provide the power 
for excitation.
A variable rotor speed test was conducted under both load and 
no-load conditions. The test was conducted in the University of North 
Dakota Department of Industrial Technology laboratory using a variable 
speed machine lathe. A schematic diagram of the test arrangement is 
shown in Figure 12. For the load test, each of the three phases was 
connected to a separate resistive load and the output terminal voltage 
was measured at 100 revolution per minute intervals starting at 100, and 
ending at 1000. For the no-load test, the resistive load was removed 
and the above procedure repeated. The data from both tests is presented
t ■
in Table 3 on page 72. A line graph illustrates the curves of the 
output voltage versus rotor speed data in Figure 13. The percent 
difference, between the terminal voltages at a given speed is known as 
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a good indication of the quality of the basic design of an alternator. 
For additional testing, the alternator was taken to the University of 
North Dakota Electrical Engineering Laboratory. It was mounted on a 
platform with a direct current motor as the prime mover. Due to the 
unique configuration of the engineering laboratory test equipment., the 
test setup for percent regulation and efficiency was conducted by 
Professor J. N. Krueger. The data table and calculations are shown in 
^able 4 on page 73, and a line graph of the field current versus 
terminal voltage, i.e. the* no-load saturation curve, is shown rn Figure 
14. ‘
Presentation of Test Analysis
The alternator was tested with three different prime movers. Pre­
liminary tests during the design and construction stages were performed 
with a variable speed lathe. The advantage of the variable speed 
allowed gradual build-up of internal voltages during tests, reducing the 
possibility of damage to the machine due to short circuits or other 
problems. The machine was also tested while driven by gasoline engine 
to test its ability to deliver energy at a remote location. Finally, it 
was. driven by a direct current motor for the laboratory tests.
The Varying Speed Full Load and No-load Test
The varying speed full load and no-load tests were performed with 
the variable speed lathe when the alternator was completed. Data from 
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between the output, voltage and rotor speed were plotted on the graph in 
Figure 13 to show the difference in voltage as the speed increased.
TABLE 3
SPEED AND OUTPUT VOLTAGE TEST DATA













The alternator was driven by a three horsepower gasoline engine in 
the second test. The three phases were,tested separately to assess the 
machine’s ability to deliver effective single phase power. These tests 
led to the discovery that self-excitation was not an acceptable method 
of excitation as had been reported.
Determination of the No-Load Saturation Curve
Due to the unique configuration of the equipment in the engineering 
laboratory, the test setups and adjustments were performed by Professor 
J. N. Krueger of the Electrical Engineering Department at the University 
of North Dakota. The data were used to calculate the percent regulation 
at 720 revolutions per minute, the no-load saturation curve, and the
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percent efficiency. The data for the no-load saturation curve are shown 
in Table 4.
TABLE 4
NO-LOAD SATURATION CURVE DATA












The no-load saturation curve is shown in Figure 14. Interpretation 
of the curve indicates that the field flux density wasn't high enough to 
saturate the iron in the stator. If the stator iron were saturated, the 
curve would begin to level off as the field current increased. The
; <v ?
curve may have moved in that direction if the field current had been 
increased to one ampere. Table 6 indicates that the ampacity of AWG 
number 24 wire may be increased to .75 ampere without damage to the 
insulation.
Percent Regulation Test
The percent regulation is defined by the formula:
No-Load voltage - Full Load Voltage
Percent Regulation-----------------------------------  x ] oo
Full Load Voltage
The alternator was operated at 720 revolutions per minute with
rated field current, and a rated resistive load at the terminals. The
voltage and current data were taken and the terminal load removed. At
that point, the no-load terminal voltage was seen to rise from 206 to
286. The data taken during the test are shown in'Table 5.
TABLE 5




The calculation of the percent regulation is shown:
286 - 206 80 
206 ' 206 = .38 x 100 = 38 percent
According to Whitney and Poland (13:9-30), The standard value of 
voltage regulation for a 50 degrees centigrade 80 per cent power factor 
synchronous generator is 40 per cent, and for a 40 degrees centigrade 80 
per cent power factor synchronous generator is 34 per cent.
Calculation of Efficiency
The efficiency of the machine is defined by-the equation:
Output Power
Efficiency = ------------ x 100
Input Power
The alternator output was measured at 975 watts, and the input power at 
1360 watts. By the formula:
975
Alternator efficiency = ----  x 100 = 71.7 percent
1360
Determination of the Number of Turns for the Field Pole
The purpose of this procedure was to determine the correct number 
,of turns for each pole that would provide the proper resistance to 117 
volts direct current, the field excitation voltage. It was assumed that 
the field- poles would be connected in series.
The. cross sectional area available for wire was calculated at .333 
square inch,. To find the number of turns possible for that area, the 
copper wire table (35), Table 6, on page 86 was consulted. The value 
of thirty turns per linear inch for enameled American Wire Gage (AWG) 
number 20 wire was obtained from the third column. At 30 turns per 
linear inch;
230" - 900 turns per square inch
The number of turns per pole was determined by multiplying the 
number of turns per square inch (900) by the number of square inches 
available (.333). The number of turns per pole:
900 turns x .333 square inch - 300 turns per pole
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This product (300 turns) was multiplied by the mean turn length of one 
foot to obtain the number of feet of wire per pole:
300 turns x 1 foot - 300 feet per pole 
The number of feet per pole was multiplied by the number of poles to, 
find the total length of wire in the field:
300 feet x 10 poles = 3000 feet of AWG number 20
The number of feet in the field was multiplied by 10.35 ohms, the 
resistance per 1000 feet from Table 6:
3000 feet x 10.35 ohms / 1000 feet =* 31.05 ohms 
Ohm’s Law was used to calculate the voltage required for the field 
if AWG number 20 wire were used:
E. = 1 X 8 
R = 31.05 ohms
The current carrying capability of AWG number 20 wire was taken 
from Table 6.
I = 1.46 amperes
The voltage required:
E = 1.46 amperes x 31.05 ohms
E - 45.33 volts
By this method, AWG number 20 wire was determined to be unacceptable for 
use in the field. The previously described procedure was used for AWG 
number 22 wire, giving 68.75 volts, and for AWG number 23 wire, giving 
85.84 volts. American '■'ire Gage number 24 wire was tested in the same 
manner as above. The valup of 46.3 turns per linear inch was taken from
Table 6.
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46.3̂ ' » 2,144 turns per square inch 
2,144 turns per square inch x .333 square inches - 71.4 turns per pole 
1 foot per turn x 714 turns * 714 feet of wire 
10 poles x 714 feet = 7,139 feet in the field 
The resistance of 1000 feet of wire, 26.17 ohms, was taken from Table 6.
7,139 feet x (26.17 ohms / 1000 feet) - 186.8 ohms in the field 
Again, ohm's law: E = I x R
R = 186.8 ohms
From Table 6: the ampacity of AWG number 24 wire was .577 ampere.
E = 186.8 ohms x .577 ampere 
E * 107.78 volts'
The ampacity listed in Table 6 was a number recommended for the 
design of static transformers. In the case of the rotating field, the 
ampacity was increased due to the improved cooling ability of the 
rotating coils. Ohm's law was used to calculate the excitation voltage 
for a slight increase in ampacity.
If E = I x R, then I ~ E / R 
If the voltage were 110, the field current would be:
•110 volts / 186.32 ohms = .626 ampere 
For 120 volts, 120 volts / 186.82 ohms = ,642 ampere 
A second approach was taken to confirm AWG number 24 calculation.
From Table 6, number 24 wire had a square area of 404 circular mills.
«
This value was converted to an equivalent value of square inches:
.404 inch x .001 inch - .000404 square inch
The square area available for wire was divided by the area of one wire:
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.333 square inch /,.000404 square inch ~ 824 turns 
The value of 824 indicates the number of turns possible for one field 
pole. This estimate did not count the increase in the diameter of the 
wire due to the enamel insulation. The net: effect of the enamel was to 
reduce the number of turns.
The number of feet of wire in all ten poles was calculated:
10 poles x 824 feet = 8240 feet in the field 
The resistance in 8,240 feet of wire:
8,240 feet x (26.7 ohms / 1000 feet) = 220 ohms 
The voltage required for the field was calculated:
E = I x R
E = .577 ampere x 220 ohms 
E = 126.94 volts
The voltage required for the field with AWG number 24 wire in the 
first calculation was 107.78 volts, and 126.94 from the second. At this 
point, the wire size was established at AWG number 24. The actual 
number of turns was established by winding one pole with enough turns to 
fit the cross sectional area prescribed by the design. The total number 
of turns wound onto the first pole was 750. The rest of the poles were 
wound the same.
Explanation of the Internal Function of the Alternator
The way a rotating electrical machine works is centered around the 
invisible lines of force known as magnetic flux. In the case of the 
alternator, the flux is created by the rotating field as the direct
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current excitation current is passed through the inlet slip ring, 
through each field magnet sequentially, creating alternating north and 
south magnetic poles, then, passing out through the outlet slip ring. 
The flux from the rotor magnets passes into the stator iron and moves 
along with the rotor as/it turns. This is analogous to a wav.e as it 
moves over water. Each line of flux causes a small amount of electrons 
to move in a direction that is determined by the polarity of the rotor 
magnet. The current flowing in the stator coin's quickly falls to zero 
as one rotor magnet passes over the stator coil. Immediately, the 
adjacent magnet on the rotor passes over and, because it is of opposite 
polarity, drives the current in the stator coils in the opposite 
direction. Thus the term, alternating current is used.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Restatement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to design into the frame of an 
existing ten horsepower electric motor, an armature winding and field 
structure that would function as a 117/208 volt, three phase, sixty 
hertz alternator, suitable for use in a wind energy conversion system,
Summary
The high cost of electric wind machines combined with tae 
escalating cost of utility supplied energy are what provided the need to 
conduct research leading to a low cost alternative to both. A search of 
current literature that addressed a motor to alternator conversion was 
conducted. Electrical machine design texts, and redesign and repair 
manuals were available, but an instruction set focused specifically upon 
the conversion of a motor to an alternator was not. The process of the 
conversion of a four pole motor to a ten -pole alternator was performed 
using materials obtained locally along with information obtained from 
local motor repair technicians, the faculty of the Departments of 
Industrial Technology and Electrical Engineering at the University of 
North Dakota, and the available literature.
8 0
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’ The processes of designing, machining, fitting, winding, baking, 
and testing were performed in the laboratories of the Industrial 
Technology Department at the University of North Dakota. Additional- 
testing was performed in the Electrical Engineering Laboratory at the 
same institution..
Conclusions
The power rating of the original motor was ten horsepower. The 
power output of the alternator changed to approximately 1.5 horsepower 
as a result of the speed change and redesign. The rated speed changed 
from 180C to 720 to accommodate the 60 hertz requirement. The function 
of the iron as an integral part of the design and its influence on 
efficiency show real significance when the output as a motor and the 
output as an alternator are compared. The original motor was a four 
pole machine while the alternator was redesigned for ten poles. A study 
of the internal magnetic circuit, as shown in Figure 1 page 22, 
indicates that the thickness of the stator iron between the bottom of 
the slots and the outer edge of the core necessary for tne proper 
function of the machine as a ten pole alternator could have been reduced 
to about half of what was necessary for the four pole motor. This leads 
to the conclusion that the conversion would have made better use of the 
stator iron if the alternator had been designed as a four or six pole 
machine.
An additional mechanical aspect of this study that proved more 
difficult than anticipated was the fabrication of the slip rings. The
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rings were made from one fourth inch thick copper plate. However, the 
amount of power necessary to weld the copper Into rings was more than 
most commercial welding machines could deliver. A reasonable and 
acceptable alternative could have been a slice of plain copper pipe of 
approximately 2-1/2 inches in diameter.
The original field pole series connection configuration led to an 
important design consideration. The field was originally designed to 
take advantage of the 117 volt terminal voltage as the supply of power 
for field excitation. If the poles had been connected in a different 
configuration, such as two parallel circuits of five coils in series, 
ten in parallel, or five parallel paths containing two coils in series, 
a different field excitation voltage would have been possible. The 
■conclusion reached was that careful analysis initially may allow greater 
flexibility of the field excitation voltage.
The air cooling system was redesigned from the original fan into a 
pair of finned internal fans mounted on each side of r.he field coils. 
Each fin was twisted to help move the air along the sides of the field 
coils to complete the circuit of the closed cooling system. The heat 
generated by the field coils would be conducted into the rotor shaft and 
then into the fins to aid cooling. The exterior aluminum casing would 
also help cool the machine
The alternator was evaluated for its performance at varying speed 
from 100 to 1000 revolutions per minute. Field excitation current was 
supplied by the attached exciter. A field control device that would 
deliver full excitation current at any rotor speed would have improved
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the low speed performance oJ: the alternator. The curve of Figure 14 
compares the load and no load terminal voltages at varying rotor speed. 
As the speed increased, the voltage of the alternator under load 
increased at a slower rate due to the increase in inductive reactance 
caused by the increase in current flow and frequency. To compensate for 
the lower voltage while under load, the field current would have to be 
increased to keep the terminal voltage at 117 at a speed of 720 
revolutions per minute. An automatic field control device would perform 
this function, and should be included as part of the initial design.
Another aspect of this study was the question of whether the
* -
conversion could actually be done by an average homeowner without an 
electrical engineering background. The conclusion, reached was that 
given the resources of a machine lathe and a light milling machine, the 
project could certainly be performed by a reasonably adept individual 
with little or no practical experience in the redesign or rebuilding of 
electrical machines.
Re c o mine n d a i: ions
■m
Based on the research conducted during the study, it was 
recommended that further research be conducted in the following areas:
1. The design of the field for both 12 and 117 volts, depending on 
the connection scheme.
2. The establishment of the relationship between the air gap 
length and the output terminal voltage.
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3. The establishment of the relationship between the pole shoe 
shape and the output voltage wave-form.
4. The alternator with a field current regulator designed to be 
fully excited at below rated rotor speed to take advantage of lower wind 
speeds.
5. Permanent magnets in the rotating field.
•* 6. The repulsion induction motor as a direct current generator.
7. An excitation system for an induction generator that would not 
require utility company power*
APPENDIX
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